You and Your Safe-Laser System
Android
We recommend using the Safe-Laser System in conjunction with Samsung devices.
Other devices may work well, but Samsung devices have been fully tested and are
easy to use. Also, the instructions below are for use with Samsung devices. Other
devices will work similarly, but Settings may be labeled differently and some items
may function differently.
If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to call us at
(479) 632-4166 or email us at info@invotek.org and we will get back to you as soon as
possible.

Navigating your Phone
You can navigate your Android phone in two ways. The easiest is to use the arrow
keys to highlight what you want and then select ENTER to choose the item.
Sometimes it is necessary to use the mouse movement keys on your keyboard and
then select CLICK to choose the item.
In Samsung phones you can also turn on what is called the Side Key Panel (Settings ->
Device -> One-Handed Operation -> Side Key Panel) to place the Home, Back,
Menu/Running Applications, and/or other buttons on the screen so they are easily
accessible.

Placing a Call
With a Headset:
You can press and hold the button on your Bluetooth headset and use voice
commands to place a call.
(If you are having trouble please refer to the headset’s instructions)

Without a Headset:
To place a call, enter into the calling application on your phone and select or type
the number into your phone or find the contact you wish to call and then select call.
If you wish you may also select speaker using the arrow keys and ENTER or the mouse
keys and CLICK.

Answering Calls
With a Headset:
To answer a call just activate your headset button.
Without a Headset:
There are multiple ways to answer your phone. To choose among the ways, go to
Settings, select Accessibility, and then Answering/Ending Calls. It tends to be easiest
to answer the phone when the lock screen is off, so going into the Display or Security
sections in Settings and turning off the lock screen is a great idea. With the lock
screen turned off, you can arrow over to and select (using the ENTER key) either
answer or reject. There are also phone settings to answer using the home key or by
voice.
If you have any difficulty doing this, please do not hesitate to call or email us.

Ending Calls
With a Headset:
Typically to end a call either tap or tap and hold (depending on your headset) the
button you use to answer a call.
Without a Headset:
To end a call select the ‘End Call’ button on your dialer screen (it is usually red).
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Reject a Call
With a Headset:
To reject a call press and hold down the button on your Bluetooth headset.
Without a Headset:
There are two ways to reject a call using a keyboard. You can navigate to the ‘reject
call’ button on your screen (usually red) or if the setting to answer and reject by
voice is turned on you can say “reject.”

What We Recommend
Phones:
Samsung Galaxy S Series
Samsung Galaxy Note Series
Samsung Galaxy Mega
Tablets:
Samsung Tabs
Samsung Galaxy Tabs
Headsets:
Jabra EasyGo
(Jabra.com/easygo)
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Shortcut Key Combinations
ALL ANDROIDS
KEY 1

KEY 2

ALT
CTRL

ESCAPE
ESCAPE

KEY 3

WHAT IT DOES
HOME
Menu

SAMSUNG GALAXY
KEY 1

Key 2

CMD
ESCAPE

ESCAPE

ANY

ANY

CMD

Any letter with special
characters

ANY CHAR.
CMD
CMD
CMD
CMD
CTRL
SPACE
ALT

E
P
L
B
ALT
TAB

ESCAPE
ALT

DOUBLE TAP ESCAPE

ALT

ESCAPE

ESCAPE

*

Key 3

What it does
Opens Task Manager
Exit Programs / Go
Home
Wakes up tablet and
opens swipe screen
Brings Up Special
Characters

DELETE

Search
Email
Music
Calendar
Internet
Restarts Tablet
Page Down
Shows Recent
Applications
Back a page in internet
browser
Home

Hold both for Task and
RAM Manager
Takes you home when
in application
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